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PREFACE
It is our feeling that the highest potential of man lies within his
creativity, his capacity for awareness of the minds, events, and manifestations of nature that involve him. At no other time is man so completely
responding to his greatest purpose than when he is experiencing, interpreting and translating the phenomenon of his relation to the Universe. Only
when he is actively involved, not pass,i vely oblivious to the workings of
nature and the mind is he truly fulfilling that purpose that can be said to
belong to the realm of the rational.

By providing an outlet for the sensitive minds of this campus, we
hope to stimulate a "Creative Interchange" of ideas and feelings among the
minds of the college community. By an inward probing, by an aware
synthesis of the rational and emotional, it is felt one can fulfill his
purpose and share the sincerity of his experience and interpretation.
This is what Inscape means to us, not a frightened escape from the
reality of thought and feeling, but rather a sensative awareness and
active participation in all that aris'es and a sincere interpretation of all
that is experienced. It is to this ideal that we dedicate Inscape . .•
-The editor--

"KITTY"
David W. Shank
Mable Clarke was a successful businesswoman down in Attala, Georgia.
She had gone there .sevel'al years before with two cotton dresses and a
wrinkled brown pocketbook. But, armed with the freedom of private enterprize that is guaranteed by the sacred writings of our forefathers and an
instinctive understanding of the human male, who, after aU, does transact
most of the business in this country, Mable Clarl"e increased her holdings
to twenty-seven silk dresses, with lace underclothes to match, and eleven
pocketbooks. Mable's earnings enabled her to wear her hair at a peak
intensity of yellow-white, and every month she sat in the chair and had her
teeth polished until they glistened in her mouth.
I have been calling her Mable Clarke, for that is the name that appears
on her birth cirtificate at the county courthouse in Richmond; but, in Attala, she was known and admired by the amenable name of "Kitty". In due
respect to her popularity I'll call her "Kitty" myself.
Young people of the world who have a starry eye fixed on a dream of
success in the field of business might well take a lesson from "Kitty". She
didn't waste her time with bridge clubs, snooty women'S' leagues, temperance movements, tennis, the little theater, or any of the distractions that
tend to prey upon a young business lady's precious time. No sir. "Kitty"
wa,; succsesful because she devoted all her time to business and the art
of selling. Weekends, Labor Day and all. The only time that "Kitty" ever
left her place of business at Room 217 in the Oglethorpe Hotel was when
she went down to Jacksonville or over to Birmingham or Mobile with a
't'us.i ness client. And when she left you could be sure that she would come
back with some new business trick, a roll of bills in a new pocketbook, and
a smile of professional accomplishment upon her pretty, oval face.
One balmy July night in Attala, after "Kitty" had completed a business
transaction and the money had been deposited in the bureau drawer, she and
her customer began a neighborly conversation, as that is the custom in the
South. Her client was a sandy-haired field representative for a Virginia
cigarette company. He held a twenty-five cent cigar between his shiny
teeth as he admired the professional qualities of "Kitty".
"Tell me, Suh," asked the gracious "Kitty", "what fortunate set of
circumstances has contrived to bring you to Attala, if I may ask?"
"Of course you may," replied the equally gracious tobacco man. "You
see, I travel for a 'cigarette .company and my duties require that I make
periodic stops in this fair city."
"How fortunate!" said the oval-faced "Kitty". "Then I can look forward
to you visiting me regularly. But I notice, Suh, that in the course of the
evening you have smoked only cigars, a fitting habit for a man of your
stature, yet a surprising one for a gentleman who deals in cigarettes."
"Yes, it's true that I smoke cigars and have no taste for cigarettes; however, the job does enable me to travel throughout the South and visit many
towns, .so I am quite satisfied with it. You see, I am seeking something-or
rather, someone. It all began when I was small. My mother and father
died and left us children to become scattered around. Life for me has been
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a shallow experience since then."
"Kitty," gallant lady though she was, usually sighed a little and looked
at the dresser clock whenever her clients began to' ramble about the unhappiness in their past lives. Poor "Kitty" had to listen to everyone's
troubles. And the gracious litHe thing never mentioned her own pastbeing slapped from one orphanage to another, going to live with the miner's
family in West Virginia, picking huckleberries for a living, running away
with a book salesman .... No sir, she didn't talk about herself but patiently
listened to the misfortunes of others. That was one of the reasons "Kitty"
was so popular. "You see," continued the cigarette man, "I was only seven
years old when my folks were killed in a fire."
"You poor soul," injected "Kitty."
"My two brothers were a little older than I and my sister was just a
little thing. Well, we were placed with different friends of the family, but
as they died or moved away and the war came along, we got all scattered
around in different parts of the country and each didn't know the whereabouts of the other. Well, after I was grown I started looking for them.
I found Fred four years ago and last year I found Henry. Now, all that
stands between me and hapiness is finding my sister. I've traced her from
Richmond to West Virginia where she was finally lured away by an itinerant book salesman. The folks there tell me she was last seen heading
south. I tell you Miss "Kitty," a brother's love for his little sister is
strong indeed, and I'll search the South from Norfolk to Baton Rouge until
the day that I again look upon the face of my sister Mable.
The cigarette man left town the next afternoon; "Kitty" had left six
hours earlier. Some say she went to Seattle and others say she went to
Las Vegas but they don't know because "Kitty" didn't tell anybody. Everybody hated to have her gone, especially the young lawyers and businessmen
of Attala. They all liked and appreciated "Kitty" for she was such an exceptionally fine business woman.

LOW ARCHWAY
By Gary Eldridge
A low archway spans before me.
To iourney through I must bow into the dust.
Many have bowed there before me,
High and Low
Weak and Strong
Poor and Rich.
Removed of all earthly trappings,
Wealth and Power and Pleasure.
A symptom of the growth of the human soul.
A reminder of a time and a place
Where men and women loved
And strove and ioyed.
Or suffered and lost or won.
Its cleavages follow unknown lines.
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THE JUDGMENT
Don Riffe
"Joe, this damned thing is on fire. Let's get the hell out of here!"
"You mean 'jump', Captain?!" asked Joe Fitch.
"Hell yes, man, jump!" Joe gave it the old "college go" and started
down, with a parachute of course. Captain Peter Graves was a little more
excited. He forgot his parachute until he was about five hundred feet
from the ground. By then it was too late to do anything about it.
"Feeling alright, Captain?' Graves looked up and what he saw made
him swear that h e was in heaven. "Captain, are you alright?" He mumbled
something that resembled a positive answer. "Good," she smiled.
Amy Brandon was the prettiest nurse in the whole hospital. A1: least
all the patients thought so, including Captain Peter Graves of Continental
Transport Airlines, Inc.
It seems that Captain Graves was a very lucky man. Very few people
who jump from airplanes fiv e thousand feet above the ground without a
parachute get a chance to have Amy Brandon for a nurse. In fact, Captain
Graves didn't have a scratch-well, not many, anyway.
Peter Graves and Amy Brandon became very fond of each other right
from the star t. It was just as if they were made especially for each other.
It was a few days after Peter's release from the hospital the first time it
happened. It w as at Peter's apartment. He was relaxing on the sofa the
only way you can relax on a sofa. Suddenly, everything seemed to come to
a complete stand still. Peter jerked upward and sat on the edge of the
sofa. He lifted his head slowly. Somebody was speaking to him. Peter saw
:J-: queer little man standing in front of him. The man was smiling. It was
some "nut" dressed like a seventeenth century Frenchman.
The little man kept smiling. "Allow me to introduce myself." He went
on without an answer. "My name is Pier r e. I am Escort #71. I have come
to escort you to your n ew home." Peter was getting over the shock quickly.
"What do you mean you've come to escort me? Why are you dressed
like that? Who do you think you are? Napoleon?" The little man flushed
slightly.
"My dear sir, if you will control your temper for one minute, I will
.explain. I admit that this is a little irregular, but I assure you, there is
good reason for it. If you will remember, the night of your-ah-accident,
it was very foggy. Well, I was supposed to conduct you home then, but I
got a late start and by the time I got to where you landed, that navigator
had picked you up and hauled you to help. I searched the fog for you,
but it was to no avail. By the time I found you, you were b eing discharged
from the hospital. I took these last few days to think over the situation."
Peter was speechless, but not for long.
"How do I know that you're not some kind of a nut" Peter asked. With
this, Pierre gave Peter a few demonstrations which left no doubt on
Peter's mind. Peter was a little shaky.
"Let me fix myself a drink," he stuttered as he left the room. Peter
returned shortly. He seemed refreshed-he may have been a trifle "high".
"I've been thinking," Peter said. ,'It is my opinion that since you
missed me when it was my time that I shouldn't have to go now. After
3

all, the mistake was yours, not mine." Pierre smiled. He was always
smiling.
"I know, sir, but when you have to go, you have to go." Peter tried to
smile too.
"I don't plan on wasting my time arguing with you. Is there anyone
higher than you that I can talk with?"
"Oh, yes," Pierre replied. ',There are plenty more higher than me; but
if you don't wish to abide with my decision, you will have to take your case
to court. And to take it to court you will have to have a very good reason."
Peter finally smiled.
"I have a good reason, don't I?" he asked.
"I'm afraid not sir. You see, there is a precedent. I forget the person's
name, but it was only five years ago. The Universal Court ruled that when
you have been chosen you have to go, whether on time or not." Peter quit
smiling.
"Well, I'll think of a good reason."
"Then I shall return tomorrow." Pierre was gone.
That night Peter had a dinner date with Amy. He didn't eat very much.
He didn't look any too good either. Amy became worried so she cut the
date short and sent Peter home to bed.
Peter didn't get to sleep right away. He had gone to bed at eleven.
It was exactly six hours and thirty cigarettes later when he finally got to
sleep. Of course the five sleeping pills helped too.
This time there was another complete silence, just like before. This
time Peter wasn't as surprised. He thought of pinching himself to see if it
was a nightmare. It was just a thought though, became he couldn't find
the courage to do it.
"I trust you have thought of a good reason for an appeal." It was
Pierre and he was still smiling.
"Yes, Pierre, 1 have a wonderful reason. 1 am in love."
"Oh, come sir, surely you don't expect to get a hearing on that. Over
half of our population were in love when they left here."
"But Pierre, two weeks ago I wasn't in love, in fact I had never met
the girl. Now, since your little mistake I have become overwhelmed.
Surely, you being a Frenchman, you should understand."
"It's not a question of my understanding. It is up to the Universal
Court to understand. But, if it is any comfort to you, I do understand."
Pierre wasn't smiling now. He looked rather serious.
Pierre stood amidst the silence contemplating the situation. "Very
well," as he broke the silence. "I will accept your reason. We will go to
court tomorrow. Do you have a lawyer in mind?"
"No, I haven't given it much thought. I've been busy with a reason."
N ow Peter was finally smiling.
"You may have your choice, you know-anyone from our world."
"But, I don't know anyone in your world." Peter objected.
"Oh yes, you do." Pierre injected. "You've read about them all your
life-Plato, Aristotle, Alexander, George Washington, Abe Lincoln. Clarnece Darrow would make a pretty good lawyer."
"Yes, Pierre, but I don't want any of them. I want-" Peter stopped.
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He had made his decision. "I want you, Pierre." He continued.
"But sir," blurted Pierre. "I know nothing of law."
"Maybe not, but you do know something of my situation. You just
said that you understood. That is, more than any of the rest do. You even
said that I could have my choice. Well, I won't take anyone but you."
"Very well sir, I know when I am beaten." Pierre shrugged his shoulders. "I shall do my utmost for you. I'll see you at noon tomorrow." Pierre
was gone again.
Shortly after Pierre left Amy came for a short visit. She explained that
she had been worried because of the way Peter had acted the night before.
Peter was stilI a nervous wreck. He couldn't hide it from Amy for long.
After a barrage of questions from Amy, Peter broke down and told
her everything. The story really upset Amy. She, like any normal person,
insisted that he see a psychiatrist at once. She even did better than insist.
She took him to one, in spite of his objections.
Peter's visit with the Doctor didn't last very long. Peter just relaxed
on the sofa, the way he usually did, and never uttered but one sentence
the whole time. As soon as it hit the Doctor's ears Peter hit the floor
outside his office, on the wrong end.
Strangely enough, Peter slept very well that night. It was probably
because he hadn't had any sleep worth mentioning since he had met Pierre.
Peter awoke the next morning feeling unusually "chirpy"; although
it was late when he got up. He showered, shaved and fixed himself a cup
of instant coffee for breakfast. He had just opened the mDrning paper to
the sports page and lit himself a cigarette to go with his coffee when he
noticed the time. "Twelve exactly," he thought, "and Pierre isn't here. It
must have all just been in my mind." Then a deeper thought struck him.
-fiierre was late before. Why shouldn't he be late again?" Peter tODk a
sip of coffee. For some reason it didn't taste right. He got up, went into
the living room, sat down on the edge of the sofa and lit another cigarette
off the one he was finishing. He slipped back into the sofa.
Then it happened. The old familiar silence fell again. Pierre was
standing in front of him. "Ready t0' go, sir?"
"Yes, Pierre, I'm as ready as I will ever be. Before we go, I would
like to ask one question."
"All right sir."
"This world we are going to, it isn't anything like purgatory is it?"
"Oh, Heavens no. Our world doesn't actually have a name as far as
I know. I could never describe it to' you other than t0' say that it is the
most wonderful place I know of." Peter was satisfied.
"How do I get there?" Peter asked.
"Just close your eyes," Pierve instructed, "and we will be on our
way."
You probably know the rest. It was in the papers only last week.
Pierre did his best, but it just wasn't good enough. The Universal Court
ruled that nothing, not even the greatest of loves, could change destiny.
The papers listed it as a heart attack.
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THE PIECE OF CLOTH
David Masters
She touched the soft warmth of the doth to her face, clutching it with
both her delicate hands, quietly rubbing its silky quality along her nose
and imagining herself in a dress made from it. She put it back tenderly,
then lifted it to the light watching the different shades of blue and thinking
of the vital effect soft lights would have on the colors at night. She had
never had a really new dress! Her parents had brought her hand-me-down
dresses that her sisters had outgrown, but she had never had her own.
Lying awake, she thought often of the sense of growing into womanhood
a new dress would give her; but as yet, she had n ever had the fulfillment.
Perhaps it would never be, but each Easter she pretended and the pretending had become more than just mere fantasy. The storekeeper seemed to
understand; and adding to this yearly ritual, he would expertly judge her
size, show her the latest creations, and covertly watch her feminine contortions before the huge vertical mirrors in his shop.
No strangeness was felt by now. They had achieved a bondage, an
unusual measure of understanding existing rarely between a young girl and
a man and both played their roles expertly. She had all the coyness and
womanly curiosity that women seem to be endowed with long before they
reach maturity, and for him could be attributed a keen spirit of irrascibility
produced by so many other meetings with stubborn women buyers.
"Miss, blue is your color and you know that blue is quite the fashion
this year. Why just recently . . . . . "
"Oh, I'm sure its chic to be wearing blue, but itn't it a bit too flamboyant
for me?"
"Never, never, you must look again. It's perfect for you."
"Well, I don't know. The price is a little too high, isn't it?"
''Would you think of the price at such a time. The dress is much too
pretty to think of that, miss."
"Perhaps, but I must think of expenses, what with all the social affairs we young girls have, we must think of the money. It does take much
money to stay pretty you know."
On and on they went, each one knowing when to reply, each savoring
to the fullest a silly distraction that had m eaning for them. Earlier it had
been mere passing fancy, but now through use had become a n ecessity.
She needed the importance that the sale gave her to face the year without
new clothes; he, too, had need of a relaxat.ion, a reverting to the carefree
days that he had known when her age. Their meeting alone gave him that
freedom! Eagerly he awaited her visit, placing n ew dresses carefully on the
counters, and fluttering after her when she arrived.
It was an inspiration to wait on her! Her eyes were so appreciative of
all that he set before her. She was so different from most of his customers
who never really looked, nor really cared how he felt or liked what he
had for sale. How he hated their smugness!
"No, I'll have no clothes, but those. Why don't you keep a better stock
on hand?"
"But, madam, I don't have that in your size and won't have any in for
6

three days." "But, Madam, this has been a busy week, and I've sold that
line of clothes already."
"Very well, 'Ill get right on it for you."
How he hated to be obsequious. It galled him when he had to be so
fawning, and he hated himself too often these past few days. His business
was quite successful, and oh! so respectable, but he was not satisfied. Success
had lost its first glow.
She, too, thought about him. He knew her position yet took the time
to understand her need. Too few had ever done that and she knew how
her sisters would laugh if they knew about her visit each year to the Dress
Shop. Well, let them laugh, for she had something they didn't. Again and
again she lost herself in reverie before the mirror. Not that it could change
her unruly hair, nor could transform her shiny nose into something beaut,iful, but the dress made the difference. She seemed to grow upright, feel
womanhood coursing through her body under the soft material. For a
moment each year she was someone! But too soon it would pass. Finally
she took the dress off and bravely telling the storekeeper she could not
buy that day, walked toward the door.
"Wait one minute, miss."
Still so business-like, but with a smile that brought her closer to him
than to anyone, even her own father, he made her pause at the door.
"I have something for you."
"For me, what can it be," she asked?
"A remembrance, don't look at it until you leave," he said, as he placed
something in her hands.
She felt the softness, wrinkled it in her fingers and then opened the
(loor. She wished to thank him, but was afraid of breaking the moment.
toi'fe knew though as he watched her close the door. Silently he brushed
away a tear, and waited until she had gotten out of sight, knowing she would
be a little happier. Determinedly she walked toward home, clutching the
small piece of cloth in her hands.

TROPIC PARADISE?
Is this where each man's dream shall culminate?
This fabled land of clean and sparkling sun,
So lush with growth, so choked with greenery,
That brassy heat gives rise to fetid fumes?
Where a smooth sea reflects a mellow moon
That silouettes the palms along the shore,
And smugly cloaks with flatly false facade
The restless waves and shallow planted roots?
Where honeyed voices hang in goiden air,
Dipped in glowing words of purloined wisdom,
And echo in hollow tinsel clatter,
Their sole dimension in self deception?
Beware-beneath stich strident sophistry,
Man's dreams assume a nightmare quality?

Lane Carvey
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a dime from the change purse and laid it on the shelf below the phone.
Picking up the receiver she listened for the dial tone. There was none.
Then she remembered that she had to put the dime in first. The tone came
after she had dropped the dime in the slot, and she very carefully put her
finger on the ZJero and dialed. "Long distance." The voice sounded metallic
and far away. She gave the operator her name and her daughter's telephone number and told her to make the call collect. Hearing other
voices very faintly she tried to distinguish what they were saying while ·
she waited. The phone rang and her daughter's voice answered, "Hello."
"Mary Anne-."
The operator's voice interrupted, "I have a collect call from a Mrs.
Alice Macabee. Would you accept the charges please?"
"Yes." The voice sounded irritated.
"You may go ahead."
"Mary Anne." There was a pause. She was ashamed of the lie she was
planning to tell.
"What is it Mother? I thought you would be on your way home. Where
are you?"
She forced herself to tell her daughter that the purse containing her
ticket had been stolen. There was a silence on the other end and Mrs.
Macabee waited.
"I'll tell you what, I'll have John drive down. Let's see? It's eleven
thirty now, he should be there in an hour. He can buy you another ticket
and see that you get safely on the next bus."
Mrs. Macabee's face grew red. Her daughter .said something else. She
did not hear her, but she heard the click of the receiver. She hung the
telephone up and went back to the bench, forgetting to retrieve her dime.
She picked her suitcase up and took it with her into the rest room. Inside
she went over to the waste receptacle and opening it she took her new
black purse out. She unlocked the suitcase and stuffed it inside. Going
back outside she looked at the clock as she sat heavily down on the nearest
bench. There was another hour of waiting and she was tired. It was almost
midnight and the bu::. station was empty except for herself and the old man
that sat hunched on the bench, s,t ill sleeping.
She tried to relax on the hard bench and thought that, perhaps, she
could lean her head against the back and sleep for a few minutes, but the
seat was too uncomfortable. It was a long hour. She did not move from
the bench until her son-in-law came in. He bought her another ticket.
Mrs. Macabee thought about telling him that she had found her purse and
that the ticket was still safely inside but was afraid that he would know
the truth. She took the ticket and the five dollars that he insisted she
take. She did not want his money, and she was embarrassed but was too
tired to argue with him about it.
He waited until she was safely on another bus, and Mrs. Macabee
managed to smile as she waved goodbye to him. After the bus was well
on its way she opened her suitcase and took her new purse out. Opening it
to put her change purse inside she saw the ticket. It could be redeemed for
almost its full value when she got home. She would not need it again.
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THE LAST LAUGH
Charles May
Walter looked out into the cold black night. The moisture that had
condensed on the heavy train window gave his face a distorted look as
though it were covered with perspiration. He nervously raised his hand to
his forehead and was further shaken when great droplets chil1ed his fingers
before dropping to make a dark stain on the crumpled brown bag he held
on his lap.
Taking out a neatly folded handkerchief from his vest pocket, he
tenderly pressed it to his face several times, took great care to return it
to its proper place, and glanced uneasily around to see if anyone had witnessed the little ritual. Satisfied by the sight of the dozing passengers, he
once more turned to the window to watch for signs of his station.
"Soon," he thought as he detected the water tower, a well-known
landmark, zoom by in the darkness. "Soon I shall playa little joke on you,
my dear friends. I'm sure you'll get a big bang out of it." He smiled grimly
at his own humor, but the smile faded from his thin face, and his eyes
became a,s narrow as knife slashes behind his thick glasses. He clinched
1S small fists until the blue veins bulged against the backs of his hands
as he painfull thought back to all their abuses.
Over a year now he had been enduring it. About a year ago he and
his mother had moved out to the modest little home in the country, and he
had to endure the long train ride in order to support himself and his mother.
It was on these daily trips that he had met his enemies: smart sophisticated
businessmen who had plush offices and shapely secretaries waiting for
tii,em in the morning and elaborate homes and soft wives waiting at night.
They had spotted him right away as a perfect patsy for all their absurd
and ridiculous jokes, all their contempt for the lower working class, sort
of a way to relieve the tension of their high,salary jobs. Walter Delong was
an ideal steam valve.
At first they had been quite friendly with him, until they recognized
the type. When he refused to drink with them they were suspicious. When
he declined their offer to play poker, they were almost SUDe. And \'\Then he
blushed at their most innocent jokes, they were delightedly positive.
Then the pranks had started. They were relatively simple at first,
placing whoopee cushions in his, seat and rubber spiders on his shoulder.
But recently they had become unbearable. Only last week he had gone to
the restroom at the rear of the train and almost fainted when he saw a
gory ,s evered hand in the washbasin. Even as he was bending over the
lavatory vomiting his guts into the white bowl, he could hear the convulsive laughter outside the door.
However, Walter was not the type to retaliate violently. If he had been,
the joltes would probably not have started in the first place. Therefore, he
just went on as usual, suffering each day on the train ride and finding relief
in his mother's sympathy at night. This state of affairs might have continued until the Madison Avenue boys tired of him if it had not been for
that stunt last night.
Walter had entered the train as usual, walked back to his regular seat,
and settled down with the evening paper that lay on the chair. Sud-
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denly his eyes blurred at the story on the front page. "Aged Lady Found
Murdered in Suburban Home. Mrs. Jacob Delong was found ... " Walter's
last thoughts before he passed out were that he had not planted the flowers
that his mother had wanted so badly. The burning whisky and roaring
laughter brought him back to reality.
"Boy, it was worth the expense of having those phoney headline~
printed! Did you see the look on his face? I never saw anything so funny
in my life. He really thought his old lady had been done in. Ha, ha, ha.
Good old Walter."
That night Walter did not tell his mother of the boys' latest little
prank. He feared it would upset her too badly. Without her usual consolation, he was even more enraged and frustrated by the incident on the train.
He decided that definitely that sort of thing must !leVer happen again. It was
time for him to playa little joke of his own. He went down to the tool shed
and hunted around in the dark until he dug out what looked like two large
red candles. But they were not candles. They were dynamite sticks that
his mother had made him buy to blast out a large dead stump in th~
front yard. Taking these and some small wire, he went back to the house.
He hoped that he did not oversleep in the morning as he took the back
off his old alarm clock.
Now it was evening again, and Walter's moment was drawing near,
the moment when he would have his laugh for a change. His reverie was
abruptly broken by the screaming brakes as the train pulled into the station.
Getting up before the train had come to a complete stop, he lurched down
the aisle and made for the nearest exit. Ignoring the porter's offered hand,
he strode briskly across the platform toward the men's room. Turning
slightly, he could see his enemies down the way, lazily getting off from the
club car, still laughing at some private joke. "Well," Walter thought
grimly. It would certainly be their last.
He pushed open the swinging door and entered one of the small
booths that housed the individual lavatories, bolting the door behind him.
Quickly, he took out the smooth round sticks and set the clock mechanism
to alarm. He couldn't help chuckling at the irony of an alarm bringing
sleep instead of wakefulness. Three minutes, that was enough. That would
be just enough time to get down the platform where they were standing,
deposit the bag, and get safely away to enjoy his laugh in private.
Tucking the apparatus back down into the brown sack, he unlocked
the door. again chuckled to himself in the mirror, and boldly walked out
on the now deserted platform. There they were as usual standing out in
the empty parking lot waiting for their smart wives in their smart cars to
come pick them up.
In his usual quick gait, he walked their way, all the time keeping
his eyes on the large green waste can standing among them. Steeling himself, he walked mechanically up to them and deposited the crumpled bag
into the can. It was all he could do to keep from breathing an audible
sigh of relief as he turned to go.
"Did you eat all your lunch like a good little boy, Walter?" one of
the five antagonists taunted.
Walter blushed in silence and turned to go once more when another
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5 PO]
By Patricil

LIFE ..
Is a series of doors,
And has one the courage
He can open the door
To happiness.
But how does one know which door to choose?
So he doesn't
He walks down the hall
Passing door after door after door
"That might have been."

Phoebe
She walked alone by choice,
and was sorry.
One never knew from her voice
Or her manner, but from her walk,
Because
She walked . . . ... alone.

Early Snow
Earth
Wears her
Silent
Snowy
Gown
With
The
Grace
Of a
Young
Bride.
Lace!
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EMS
l

Spencer
Plagued by why
A man stumbles
Pushes
Or sweeps along
On the road to an end
He does not long to reach . ....

l

l

Yet, there are those who strive earnestly
For that end
Thinking to find at last
An answer to the
Eternal
Why.

"j

June Bug

,
f

How nice and comfortable
To be a June bug
With a hard, brown back
That takes easily
The blows of life.
How nice and comfortable
To go into existence head on
And not have the responsibility
Of meaningful purpose.
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SOUL MIST
Joe Gray
Inside the house he sits alone in the living room. The house is empty
now except for memories, things that should have vanished with the summer's warmth. He has several dusty pictures and letters, scanning over them
before succumbing to visions for disjointed scenes and places. He sits staring'
in a daze through shafts of light filled with dust specks-Her name was Valarie Lee and they had been lovers in sunnier days.
Sweater and slack days. Cool air and warm sun days when they sat in an
open window drinking beer, thinking of nothing.
They walked along the river bank and saw the soul of the earth in
visions in the stillness. At dusk the hum of eternity buzzed over the mud
bank and they were caught for a moment in screaming silence. It was
summer on the Ohio River. Black branches of trees spiraled up into the
fog and a heavy stream of white smoke drifted down the valley.
When darkness settled in, a drop of rain touched her cheek. Fifteen
minutes later the rain cascaded down in torrents. Her little raincoat cQllar
was upturned, down turned was her hair in her face. Musty steps led to a
room where their love words fell softly in the night. An old radio sat in the
window spilling blues into the room and the rain drummed on the window.
But somewhere along the line something went wrong and they were
no longer the essence of each other's lives, but rather a passion. And although on warm rainy nights they would sip wine and stroll along looking
in store windows, with her still looking so very cute with a little dark line
of mascara streaming down her cheek and drops of water like little beads
in her hair, they felt their loss; and the next time they had to be apart for
some time, they were finished.
Afterwards he sought to replace this essence. He didn't find it in a
heavy blue-white drink although he drank it long into the night. Nor in his
dreams where he saw drops of Italian blood and French water fall into
the caverns of the world past dark wet walls of stone, fall onto windswept
grasses as dew under the gaze of Indians. He woke up into a heavy grey
fog with the rain settling in a hush over everything. Figures moved along
the streets like silent moving shadows.
He went back along the river but there were campfires built there at
dusk and couples wrestled in the sand while kids yeUed, old men fished, and
women talked. He had an idea of recapturing something between them
when he imagined her as a little girl living in the country and playing in
the fields among rags and rusted pieces of iron. So he went to her country
home of childhood years but getting up at rooster-crow to biscuits and
jelly was gone, too, however, and a four-lane highway was there as if it had
led away the past.
Sometimes he would hear the little mock laughter until the wind carried it away.
He stirs from his daze now and takes her letters, pictures, initial books,
and such to a creaky, warped, old chest in the basement and puts them
away here with other photographs, aged and brown. The visible remnants
of past souls, their seekings and strivings, shortcomings and futile attempts,
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and their loves. Pictures of brown farm roads and strange people with
ragmoppy hair. Earthy people of poor farms and roadside juke-joints for
beer-drinking Saturday nights. And some big town pictures, too, of early
morning dustiness over dirty buildings as sad old men sat along railroad
tracks listening to factory whistles and spitting tobacco juice on grey
streets. Mumbling conversations through broken teeth, accentuating them
with hoarse laughter. Their coverall hats and coats speaking of a beatdownness received from too many lost loves, or bad bottles, or sad lone.some
nights, or bitter marriage nights. All faded now like something out of 1910.
And now last year's love joins these and the chest is dosed again.

TIME LIMIT
The curtain is drawn, the house lights brought up,
Yet still I wander in the labyrinth
Of Drama's dream, of fragile fantasy,
Loath to leave the role in which you cast me.
Directed by your urgent tenderness,
Led to the threshold of a breathless mood,
I acted as I did not know I could
The role of passion's pliant happy child.
Sensing the motivation in each act
Picking up every proffered cue with ease
So practiced pace and perfect timing led
To an end foretold from the beginning.
Wait, pause a single poignant moment more,
Then softly close the magic backstage door.

Lane Carvey
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FOUR IN A GLASS BOTTLE
Bill Joe Layne
The Characters
MAX THOMPSON, an elderly man.
MAMIE HOWARD, a rich widow
ANDERSON WILLIAMS, a senior in college
JANET SANDERS, a girl of eighteen
Scene
The action takes place in a giant bottle, invisible to the audience.
Scene I. Evening
Soene II. The next morning.
Time: Present
SCENE I
(With the exception of the illusion of the bottle there is no scenery.
All four characters are circling in the bottle searching for a way out. At
last MAX THOMPSON breaks the formation and crosses from up to cente!"
stage. He yawns, stretches, and proceeds to sit down. As a boy, MAX
left home to find out what he could do with his life in this world. When
he found things to be harder than he had planned he turned to alcohol.
Now, as a middle aged man, he finds himself as an habitual drinker. He
feels it is too late to correct his condition.)
MAMIE: (Through marriage, MAMIE HOWARD has brought herself into
the upper-class. She is continually trying to convince others of
her position and she no longer wishes to associate with those
below her class. ,S he is plump and tends to overdress. She sits
on floor up right)
I'm tired too.
(MAX starts to laugh)
JANET: (JANET SANDERS is a girl who has never been given the
opportunity to have any of the finer things of life. Although
she is a prostitute, she is not dumb. If she had been r eared in a
different situation she might have made a wonderful success
of her life. She is now standing down right. Snapping at MAX)
What's so funny?
MAX: Janet, my pretty one, do you really think we'll ever get out of
this ... this giant bottle?
JANET: Of course we will.
ANDERSON: (ANDERSON WILLIAMS is the typical bookworm. Although he knows of worldly pleasures, he has never participated. He is neat and well kept and wears glasses. He stands
down left.)
Mr. Thompson, you know, I'm beginning to doubt it now. We have searched
every inch of this bottle, time after time, and we still are not any better off
than when we started.
MAMIE: I guess that settles it. If Anderson says there is no way out we
might as well resolve to the fact.
JANET: (Taking a step toward the group)
Yes, give up.
MAX: Now, ·now, sit down my little one. There's nothing else we can do.
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JANET: Maybe nothing's out there for you; but a whole world is waiting
there for me. (Crosses to ANDERSON) Anderson, think of all the books you
haven't read. From Buck Rogers to ... Guilivel's Travels. (Moves up right)
And you Mamie .... (Over apologetically) Mrs. Howard, just think of all
the gossip you've missed. I'll bet the Jones's are way ahead of you by now.
(Turns to MAX) And Max. (Crosses up left) Papa, just think of all the
bottles of cold beer out there, you ain't never drank. (Crosses left) Sorta
makes ya thirsty thinken about it, don't it? (Crosses down right) If this
ain't the damndest group I've ever seen.
MAMIE: (Rises) Mr. Thompson, can't you do something with her. I can't
stand such insolence. I have a weak heart.
JANET: (Crosses to right of MAMIE) Oh yes, Mr. Thompson, can't
you do something. (Nudges MRS. HOWARD) Move over sister. (Sits
on floor)
(Mrs. Howard walks left, away from JANET, at this insult)
MAMIE: If my husband were here now things would be different.
JANET: Yes, we know, we know.
MAMIE: (Takes a step toward center)
He was the best mayor Wilton ever had. Yet he was the best husband a
woman could ever have. He made a big income and attended church
regularly: God rest his soul. And the year of the big snow when I was' so
ill, he stayed with me and kept the house all clean and tidy.
JANET: How nice!
MAMIE: (Angrily) You don't know how big snows are in New Hampshire. But that year...
MAX: I'm sure she didn't mean anthing by that, Mrs. Howard.
~MIE:
Oh, I must be calm anyhow. You know, my heart.
ANDERSON: (Looking out of the bottLe into space) Blackness, nothing
but blackness, as far as you can see.
JANET (Rises) You know, I have a different theory than that. (Crosses
down right) To me, it seems as though a gigantic cloak has been thrown
over this bottle. I feel like I could reach out and tear it away, and t h ere
would be the world; not more than a few feet away, the world.
MAX : You like to think of it that way, don't you?
JANET (Turns toward MAX) It's our only hope.
ANDERSON: But this is so ... so unreal.
JANET: Like something ya would read in a book. Nope, not in your
kind of books. It wouldn't be mixed in with all those 'ologys.
MAMIE: Don't make fun of good books, Miss Sanders. Look what it's
done for Anderson.
JANET: You can't learn everything in books.
MAMIE: What do you mean by that?
JANET: (Walks casually to Mamie) Oh, it just seems like I met a girl
once named Howard. That's all. I just wondered if she was ... any relation.
MAMIE: I don't know what you mean.
JANET: You know what I mean. But how could a girl like that be . . . .
MAMIE: Shut up! (Slapping JANET'S face) Shut up!
JANET: (Crosses up right) Ha ha, look fellows, Mamie's mad. Her face
is a tiny b~t red. Flamen Mamie!
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ANDERSON: Instead of fighting with each other we might try finding
our way out. If you are ready to cooperate, we might start to work.
MAX: May I ask how?
ANDERSON: I suggest trying to get the cork out of the top.
JANET: (Crosses down right) Maybe we could all get on one side and
try tilting the bottle over and then shoving the stopper out.
MAX: (Rises) No, I don't think that will work.
MAMIE: If we could only reach it. Maybe Anderson could get on Mr.
Thompson's shoulders.
ANDERSON: We tried that yesterday and failed. But we could try again.
Maybe I grew a foot last night. What do you think, Mr. Thompson?
MAX: Let me take a little one and I'll do it.
MAMIE: Must you drink?
JANET: (To Max) No! do the job first then you can have your drink.
MAX: All right, all right, my pretty little one.
(ANDERSON climbs on MAX's shoulders)
MAMIE: Anderson! Be careful.
JANET: Steady Max.
ANDERSON: I can't reach it.
JANET: Try harder. Stretch!
ANDERSON: It's no use. Let me down. (As he steps down his foot
slips on the slick bottle) Damn, but this bottom's slick.
MAMIE: Anderson! Such language.
JANET: Well, h e's human. And if you call that bad language!
MAMIE: Anderson is too nice a boy to use such language.
JANET: You act so righteous with all your airs. But you don't fool me.
No, sir. You don't fool any of us. We see right through your big front.
Oh y es, now we must act shocked.
MAMIE: (Turning from them, tearfully) You're against me. All of you
and I hate you! You're just trying to wear me down, on purpose. Well, let
me tell you, you can't do it. It's' this bottle . . . this horrid bottle. (She
sobs. MAX starts to put his hand on her shoulder to comfort her.) Get
away! I don't need you. None of you. (To Max) You, you reek of whisky
and filth, and then you go around acting as if you knew it all. You know
nothing. (To JANET) If he'd give you any, you'd be as big a sot as he is.
I know your kind. Anderson is the only intelligent one in the group. He's
not the kind you are. Oh, do I know your kind.
JANET: I guess you do. I know the name of one of my kind that hits
right about home. Jenny was her name. (Sarcastically) Doesn't that ring
a bell?
MAMIE: I don't know what you ...
JANET: (Moves to right of MAMIE) Maybe your mind needs refl'eshin'!
Let's see. . . What was the name of that whore house? or do you prefer
the name, House of III Repute?
MAMIE: If you don't shut up I'll. . . .
JANET: You'll do what? (Moves down left) Poor little Jenny, her
fellers were many!
MAMIE: (Pulls JANET to face her) Never mention her name again.
JANET: There she goes again! Flamen Mamie!
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MAX (coming between them) All right, let's break it up. We'll never
settle anything that way.
MAMIE: (Crosses down right) I agree. All this is very hard on my
heart.
MAX: Maybe we ought to take off our shoes before someone really gets
hurt on this slick bottle.
MAMIE: Well, it's not very polite to remove your shoes.
JANET: If you wish to fall, then leave them on. Who cares what your
f eet look like anyhow.
MAMIE: At least my feet don't smell!
JANET: If your corns can take the strain then leave your shoes on.
(They all sit and remove shoes)
ANDERSON: Maybe we could throw our shoes up and knock the stopper
out.
JANET: It's worth a try.
(They try it unsuccessfully)
MAMIE: Wait till I get my shoe off.
(Anderson throws his shoe and almost hits MAMIE)
MAMIE: Anderson, I wish you would watch where you are throwing!
ANDERSON: I wasn't cut out to be a pitcher.
MAX: This isn't any good.
MAMIE: My arm's tired.
JANET: We've only begun.
MAX: Oh, it's no use. (They stop)
JANET: There ought to be some way of getting out.
(MAX sits. MAMIE does the same. There is a long pause. MAX s't arts
rul2.bing his fingers across the glass making an irritating noise.)
JIl'AMIE: Must you do that. It's driving me crazy.
JANET: Good!
MAX: (Stopping) Anything to please the lady.
MAMIE: (Sighing) Ohhhh, what time is it?
MAX: (Looking at his watch) Guess?
MAMIE: This is not any time for games!
MAX: All right, all right.
MAMIE: Well?
MAX: Well what? (Janet laughs)
MAMIE: (Angry) What time is it?
MAX: (Smiling) Oh, nine-thirty.
ANDERSON: (Sits) Another day about over. That makes three days.
MAX: As they say, the night is still young.
JANET: (Leaning against the bottle) I'll bet you could keep going till
four.
MAX: When I have a little something to boost me along.
JANET: Everyone has their faults and I guess drinking's yours.
MAX: You know, Janet, drinking is a living hell. It corrupts everything
it comes in contact with. Watch it, my little one, watch it. Don't let
drinking kill your life as it did mine.
ANDERSON: How do you mean, Max?
MAX: Oh nothing, just listen to me carryon. We better start trying to
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find a way out.
MAMIE: (Sarcastic) What do you suggest?
ANDERSON: (Rises) Let's try tilting it over.
MAX: (Rises) We've tried everything else.
MAMIE: (Rises) Oh, all right.
JANET: Everybody on one side and push on three. (They all move left)
One, two, three. (They push and nothing happens) Let's try again. One,
two, three. (Nothing)
MAMIE: (Crosses down right) It's no use.
JANET: You're right. That was our last chance.
MAMIE: ( Si ts) Lost....
(The rest sit. ANDERSON up right. MAX up left and JANET down left.
There is a long pause. Finally)
MAMIE: I guess we'll be here till eternity. (Almost crying) I can't
take it. I can't take it.
ANDERSON: (Sarcastically) "The greater the obstacle the more glory in
overcoming it."-Moliere.
JANET: That quote is the best one you've come up with yet.
MAMIE: I don't know what to do. I ... I have never felt this way before.
(She stops and thinks over what she has just said) Yes, once. Just once
before ... Oh, Mr. Thompson, I'm, I'm so afraid. What are we going to do'?
MAX: It reminds me of an old English saying. I learned it when I was
in high school. I think it would help all of us. "Fear knocked at the door.
Faith answered. No one was there."
ANDERSON: (Rises) Very pretty, but what have we got to have faith
in?
MAX: Have faith in God. Have faith in your friends.
JANET: (Rises) Yes, and we'll all have a jolly time in our little bottle.
MAX: (Rises) It wouldn't hurt for us to try.
JANET: I'm sorry Max, you're probably right. But I just don't have it.
MAX: It seems to me we all crowd our minds so much with our own
cares we don't stop to see what the rest of us are thinking. We just seem to
run over life.
ANDERSON: "After all, what is your body to you? You fed it,
you clothed it, you washed it, you cared for it, and you told it that it was
you. But when its walled passageway narrows down and miles become
yards and yards feet and feet illches, you find to your amazement how
little you set by it. It's trivial. Unimportant. Birth 's eems to have been
good-by to some inanimate entity and the only logical end of living is hell
again." (Turns to them) That was written by Peter Bowman.
(MAX crosses up right)
JANET: I suppose you learned that in college too.
ANDERSON: (Turns away) Yes.
JANET: (Crosses to ANDERSON'S right) You must learn a lot in
college. I'll bet I'd have lil{'ed college but I didn't even get through high
school. Do you like college?
ANDERSON: (Crosses down left) No, not much.
JANET: Don't you have many friends?
ANDERSON: No ... Oh, a few, but in a big college you just don't make
friends' easily. It's a cold place.
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JANET: It doesn't seem like it would he very cold in California.
ANDERSON: (Turns to her) Oh, I didn't mean "cold" like that.
JANET: Well how?
ANDERSON: Oh . . . Just . . . Just unfriendly. Even the friends I have
are not dose.
JANET: Don't you go to the ball games?
ANDERSON: (Sits) It's not any fun to go to a ball game alone.
JANET: Oh. .. (Crosses to him) Well what about your parents:? (Sits)
Why don't they do something?
ANDERSON: My parents are divorced. I never see them. I stay with
mother during the summer but she doesn't . . . doesn't want me . . . . All
I have is my books.
JANET: And that's all you do for entertainment?
ANDERSON: You can read in books of all the gay things that happen
to people and it's a vicarious experience for me. Just last week I read the
Greek drama Medea and it seemed as if I were right there listening to
her speak to the women of Corinth. (Rises) Oh, and then .sometimes I
go to the Library and listen to music. I love Beethoven. (Crosses right of
down center) And then there's the Art Gallery down town. Every month
they have a n ew exhibit. Last month they had an exhibit by Jan Vermeer.
(Turns) He was one of the little Dutch Artists. And the month before
was Renoir. I just love his colors. He's noted for them, you know.
MAMIE: (Rises) Oh, I should have known you were a lover of the Arts.
I am too. Don't you just worship Picasso? Although he could make
things look more real. And then those horrible things that go every which
way. They don't look like anything real.
ANPERSON: But that isn't the point to make it look like something.
AtftYbody can copy, but it's the artist who can create and have feeling in his
art who is great.
MAMIE: (Highly insulted) Wellll! (JANET laughs) Anyhow you'll
have to agree that Van Gogh is to be congratulated for his work on form.
ANDERSON: I'm sorry, it was Cezanne.
MAMIE: Young man, are you trying to tell me about art? My husband
and I have visited some of the greatest art shows in the world.
MAX: Why don't we try to be friends instead of fighting with each other.
We might as well make the most of our time.
MAMIE: Maybe we're not ready to settle down and give up our life
like you are.
MAX: I don't mean that. I just don't see any use of our arguing over
something unimportant. We could do better things with our time. Time
doesn't matter when you're contented.
MAMIE: Well, I'm not contented.
JANET: (Rises) Oh, come off of it Mamie, remember your heart.
ANDERSON: I can't agree with you Max. It's too soon to give up. Just
sit around and wait for death? That's not for me.
JANET: What do you suggest doing? (No answer) What else is there
to do?
ANDERSON: Max is right as usual. I just don't like the thought,
Thanatopsis is a pleasant view to me.
JANET: What?
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ANDERSON: Thanatopsis? It's a poem. It means "View of death."
"The flight of years began, have laid them down
In their last sleep-the dead reign there alone.
So shalt thou rest, and what if thou withdraw
In silence for the living, and no friend
Take note of thy destiny.
(Crosses down left)
The gay will laugh
When thou are gone, the solemn brood of care
Plod on, and each one as before will chase
His favorite Phantom; yet all these shall leave
Their mirth and their implayments, and shall come
And make ,t heir bed with thee. As the long .... "
MAMIE: Stop it! Stop it! You'll drive me insane with that poetry.
MAX: (To Anderson) I didn't mean for you to go that far. No one
should look for death.
JANET: I liked it. What did you call it?
ANDERSON: THANATOPSIS.
JANET: "View of Death." Who wrote it?
ANDERSON: Bryant. William Cullen Bryant.
JANET: "The gay will laugh when thou are gone." (Takes center) They
would be laughing now, if they knew I was in a bottle. (Getting angry)
There is bound to be a way out of this thing. I'll be damned if. .. (She
throws her shoe down. There is a crack. A pause)
ANDERSON: That's it. That's . . . We can chip our way out.
MAX: How do you mean?
ANDERSON: We can take the heel of this shoe and pick at a certain
spot until we make a hole.
MAX: It will take forever.
JANET: But we can do it.
MAMIE: I'm afraid.
ANDERSON: What's there to be afraid of'!
MAMIE: Mightn't the whole bottle give away?
ANDERSON: I hadn't thought of that.
JANET: What do you think, Anderson.
ANDERSON: (Kneels and examines the glass) It depends on hQw thick
it is.
MAMIE: It's about a foot.
JANET: Oh no, it couldn't be.
MAX: I don't know. If it's the glass which is black, it might be.
MAMIE: What do you think, Anderson? We need some educated advice.
ANDERSON: I imagine it's about a half a foot.
MAMIE: Well, what does that mean? Is that good or bad?
ANDERSON: Bad! The thinner it is the more liable it is to crumble.
I wish I had some instruments here.
MAX: Isn't it possible for it to be thicker?
ANDERSON: Of course. And I hope it is.
MAMIE: I'm afraid. We better not.
ANDERSON: (Rises) We'll have to take the chance. We've tried every-
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thing else. It's our only hope. (Mamie begins to sob)
ANDERSON: Well, are we all agreed?
MAMIE: Just think! At any time it may come tumbling down upon us.
(She falls to the floor and sobs bitterly) Oh God, God, why are you
doing this to me? Why? Why? Why? I've tried to be good. Frank and
me, we went to Church every week.
JANET: (Crosses in back of MAMIE) Religion isn't just in a Church,
you have to live with it a lot, maybe even at home.
MAMIE: (Disregarding her remarks) Oh God why must I be plagued
with her and the others God, tell me. Of all places! A bottle, a bottle. (She
collapses sobbing) (JANET starts to say something but MAX stops her)
MAX: Let her work it out of her system. It will be good for her.
JANET: (Crosses down right) Well, how should we start?
ANDERSON: We can take shifts. Get the shoe and I'll take the first one.
(The chipping begins. ANDERSON starts about three feet above the floor
at down right)
MAMIE: Is it working?
ANDERSON: I think so. You know the story of the man who hammered
on the rock. He hammered ninety-nine times without results and on the
hundredth ' time it split.
JANET: We might as well make ourselves comfortable. (They all sit)
MAMIE: It's strange to realize that finally we're going to get out.
MAX: When we were first here this bottle gave me the queerest feeling,
but now I have grown used to it. I rather like this thing. I wouldn't mind
staying here forever.
JANET: No, you wouldn't; your liquor wouldn't hold out that long.
MAMIE: Just think, right now I might have been playing cards with the
Htfrimans. (A pause and then she begins to smile) Miss Sanders, you ever
think about the man you might be sharing your bed with now?
JANET : Well, it might have been Anderson as far as you know, and it still
might be.
MAX: Now girls, let's shake hands and be friends again.
MAMIE: Mr. Thompson?
MAX: Call me Max.
MAMIE: (She clears her throat) Mr. Thompson, did you know my husband? (MAX does not answer) Rest his soul. You probably wouldn't have
liked him. He was very different from you.
JANET : (Agitated) Yes, we know that your husband was the idol of the
community. A true pillar.
MAMIE: (Rises) I'll have you know that he was the mayor of the town
of Wilton, the famous lumber and textile town. It's in the Souhegan River
Valley. It's a sweet little town nestled in the New Hampshire hills. Well, my
late husband was the mayor. He belonged to many upstanding organizations
in the community and was on the church board.
JANET: How interesting!
MAMIE: (Crosses down left) So you see, Mr. Thompson, the two of you
don't have much in common.
ANDERSON: Why don't you layoff him. He can't help it. He is what
he is.
MAMIE: Anyone can help it. That's no excuse.
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JANET: (Rises) Can you help being an old biddy?
MAMIE: I just won't listen to you. My heart can't take this.
JANET: Max, what time is it?
MAX: A little after ten.
JANET: (Crosses down left) You know, (Yawn) we'd be in a hell of a
fix if your watch ever stopped. (Sits, leaning against the bottle) We'd be
lost without the time. I'm going to get some shut eye.
MAMIE: I might as well get some sleep too. (She l1es down up left)
(Lights start to dim so slowly they are not noticeable to the audience)
JANET: You know, Max, I never really realized how great it was back
there. I could never be contented here. I came from a big family, four
brothers and two sisters. I was the oldest. (Sits up) When Pa died, Mom had
to work. That left me to take care of the house. But being the oldest had its
advantages. I had a room all to myself. (Lies down) At night I could lie in
bed and look out the window at all the buildings. I could see all those tall
buildings with t.he lights a-shinin'. I'd look at them and wonder what was
going on in them. All those lights. (Pause) On real hot summer evenings,
we'd go over to get our neighbors and make a lot of lemonade. Then we'd
go up to the roof. There's a cool breeze up there, and we'd sit around and
chat. It'S' relaxin' after a hard day's work.
MAX: I loved to watch the snow fall. I don't believe there's anything
nicer than falling snow around Christmas time, and you sit in front of a
open fire roasting chestnuts while singing carols. That was long, long ago.
(Lights pipe) Janet, did you ever go on an old fashioned sleigh ride? No,
I guess that was before your time . . . .Janet? (He sees that .s he is asleep.
He rises and goes to ANDERSON. He, too, is asleep. MAX laughs to himself
and then makes ANDERSON more comfortable.) Youth. If they would
believe what I could tell them, oh, what heartaches could I spare. But they
think they know it all. (He takes out his bottle) That's not the solution to
any problem, but it's too late for me. Life has passed me by. It's too late
to change now. I am content to live in a bottle. (He stares at the bottle in
his hand as the lights fade out)
SCENE II
(Lights come up; it is the next morning and all are asleep. MAX lies against
the glass at right with an empty whiskey bottle beside him. MAMIE wakes
first. She crosses to JANET and looks at her agitatedly but then tenderly.
She starts to stoop and caI1ess her hair but changes her mind. Instead she
wakes up MAX.)
MAMIE: Mr. Thompson, what time is it? (He mumbles something) Mr.
Thompson! (She picks up the bottle and looks at it disgustedly, then looks
at MAX'S watch)
JANET: Since you woke us all up, what time is it?
MAMIE: Go look for yourself.
JANET: Now, Flamen' Marie.
MAMIE: (Tired) It's seven-thirty.
ANDERSON: (Crosses to MAX) Thank goodness this is his last bottle.
JANET: Will he have a hangover!
ANDERSON: Max, Max, (He murmers something and goes back to sleep)
Janet, help me move him over there. (They move him to the other side of
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the bottle)
JANET: Well, Mamie, (Slaps her on the back) it looks .like it's about
your time to start chiseling.
MAMIE: How about you?
JANET: (Smiling) Age before beauty. (MAMIE starts tapping on the glass
and MAX awakens)
MAX: OOOOOH. Stop it. (She stops) What do you want to do, burst my
ear drums? (He gets up and finds a crick in his back. After he straightens
up he rests against the glass for he is dizzy.) God, what a blonde I must
have had out last night. (He motions for MAMIE to continue her chiseling)
But please, not so loudly.
JANET: (Sits left of center) Here, lay your head in my lap and I'll rub
your forehead. It will help. How does that feel? (He lays his head in her
lap and she rubs his forehead)
MAX: Fine.
JANET: When pa had a hangover he used to have me rub his forehead.
JANET: (Pause) I liked Pa and he liked me. He called me his pet. He
and mother didn't get along though. You know, I'll never get married.
MAX: How did your dad die?
JANET: I -don't know, that is, he might not be dead. You see, I guess he
got tired of Mom's bitchin' and he moved out. It was enough to get anybody
down. Well, anyhow, he just disappeared. No word. Not anything. We've
never heard of him since. We just guessed he was dead. (Pause) How's your
head?
MAX: Just fine. You can quit now. If I ever meet anyone with a hangover, I'll recommend you.
JAWl'T: (Joking) Thanks! (To Anderson) Tell me, Anderson, do you miss
college?
ANDERSON: I guess so.
JANET: Do you have a steady?
ANDERSON: A what?
JANET: A steady, a sweetheart, a girl?
ANDERSON: Oh, no.
JANET: (Smiling) Well, have you ever been kissed?
ANDERSON: N . . . no. (MAX laughs)
JANET: Now, Pappy, shame on you. (She makes Max sit up) I'll bet big
boy here ain't never danced either. Have you, big boy? (ANDERSON swallows hard and shakes his head) Come on, big boy, dance with me. (She
rises) You can't ever learn this in books. (She sings a "blues" tune) I take
a little off here, a little off there, a little off most everywhere. (She goes
into a seductive dance. ANDERSON edges along the bottle to up left. MAX
rises and crosses to up center. At the end of the dance JANET starts approaching ANDERSON. Then she takes off his glasses, throws them to
MAX, and kisses ANDERSON. Until this point ANDERSON has been withdrawing, but now he responds)
MAMIE: (Crosses to them) Stop it. Stop it this instant. Young girls; now
days are indecent; not caring what they do and where they do it. (JANET
laughs and MAMIE starts to go back to her hammering)
MAX: Janet, want me to dance with you?
JANET: Would you, Papa?
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MAMIE: On second thought maybe you ought to start chiseling. (She
hands JANET the shoe and JANET starts the tapping.)
ANDERSON: You know, it's funny how we got here. All of us from
different walks of life and from different sections of the country. (Sits) One
night we go to bed and the next day we wake up here. There must be a
reason. There must be.
MAMIE: I never prayed so much in my life as I did that first day here,
but now it doesn't bother me as much. (Sits) Maybe it's God's will.
MAX: (Sits) It's peaceful here; for the first time in my life I've had
peace. (Pause) Did you ever watch a line of cars in traffic? They remind
me of people, all in a rush to get someplace in life. Some try harder than
others. Some try to do it the right way and some are too anxious and
take a chance. Maybe they will get by and maybe they won't. (A long
pause)
ANDERSON: You know, last night the funniest thing happened to me.
MAMIE: In here?
ANDERSON: No, it wasn't like that. It was a dream. Do you believe in
dreams?
MAMIE: Me? Heavens no! Do you?
ANDERSON: No . . . . But this one was so unusual. I woke up scared
stiff.
MAMIE: I heard a noise. It was probably you. Well, what was the dream?
ANDERSON: (Rises) I dreamed that I was back in my room at college.
I'd just come back from the library and it was late. I had just fallen
asleep when I felt a cold breeze. It woke me up and when I looked around
I was not in my dorm room, but in a round room made of books. On all
sides in great columns going so high I couldn't see the top. (Moves center)
There were millions of them. The room reminded me of . . . of . . . this
bottle. On the walls were huge pictures. There was the "Sill Life with
Apples" by Cezanne, "View of Toledo" by El Greco and "American Gothic"
by Woods. Oh there were so many. And there was music playing too. It
was Tchaikovskys Eighteen-twelve Overture. I was panic-stricken, just as
we were the day we foud ourselves here. I tried every way I could to get
out, but all failed. (Moves forward) Finally I started climbing up making
a ladder of the books. I was about to, the top when .
MAMIE: When what?
ANDERSON: (Turns to them) They collapsed.
MAMIE: No .. No!
ANDERSON: It doesn't mean anything.
MAMIE: Yes ... yes, it does. (Grabbing JANET'S arm) Stop! Stop! You
must stop!
JANET: It was just a dream.
MAMIE: No . . . no. It was a sign.
JANET: Ever since we got here you have caused trouble. All you've done
is complain and talk about your poor dead husband. We're all sick and
tired of your griping. None of us like it any better than you do. Jenny was
absolutely right. . . .
MAMIE: I thought I told you to never mention her name again. (MAX
rises)
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JANET: I'ii mention her name as much as I llke. And what right do
you have to forbid me to use her name. She's your own flesh and blood.
And you turned her out. You! And then you act like a saint. Whatever
Jenny is, you made her. There's no one to blame but yourself, and I'll say
her name as much as I like. Jenny! Jenny! Jenny! (All this time MAMIE
has been in torment, forced into up right corner swinging her head from
side to side with the pain of these words. She opens her mouth to call for
help and is speechless. She grasps her chest with one hand and gropes
for help with the other.)
MAMIE: (Just above a whisper) Mr. Thompson. . . . (She collapses on
the floor)
(All rush to her except JANET who has had her back turned)
ANDERSON: Mamie, Mamie! Janet come here and help.
JANET : Can't you tell. It's all part of the act.
MAX: No, it isn't. She's sick all right. I think she has had a stroke.
JANET: You mean she wasn't kidding about her heart? All those things
were true.
MAX: I guess SQ.
(ANDERSON 10Qks at JANET harshly)
JANET: It's not my fault. How could I have known?
ANDERSON: You couldn't leave her alone. You just kept needling.
JANET: I had good reason.
MAX: Never mind that. Let's try to make her more comfortable. (He
takes off his jacket and makes a pillow of it)
ANDERSON: What are we going to do?
MAX: There's nothing we can do. No water, no medicine, not anything.
T4iie' only thing we can do is wait.
JANET: Will . . . Will she come out of it?
MAX: I guess.
JANET: I'm .s orry. I didn't mean ...
ANDERSON: No, you didn't mean.
JANET: And there's nothing we can do?
MAX: I'm no doctor. Maybe there is and maybe there isn't. I don't know.
ANDERSON: Why didn't you just leave her alone?
JANET: She deserved every word I said.
MAX: Who was this Jenny anyhow? Why did you go at her like that?
JANET: Oh, she was just a girl I knew. She was ... Mamie's daughter.
She worked in a place where I worked.
ANDERSON: She worked in a place with you?
JANET: Well, it was all Mamie's fault. Jenny told me so.
ANDERSON: Maybe she lied.
JANET: No. After meeting Mamie I knew she didn't lie.
MAX: Why?
JANET: Mamie was going to shelter Jenny from life. You know what I
mean, wouldn't let Jenny have any responsibilities, got her out of any embarassing situations, gave excuses for all of Jenny's mistakes. She just
wouldn't let her lead her own life. She wouldn't even let her have any
dates. Sex was a forbidden subject in the Howard house. As you can gues's,
Jenny was a shy unpopular girl. So the first boy who came along who
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would pay any attention at all to her was the one Jenny fell in love with.
Tom Harvey, a boy with a line a mile long. Next thing they knew shy
little Jenny was pregnant. (Crosses to MAMIE) When Mamie found out
she denounced Jenny as her daughter. Cast her out. She cast her right
out of her house and acted as if she had never had a daughter. The girl
had to eat so she made a living the only way she could.
MAX: I feel sorry for them both.
JANET: How can you feel sorry for her?
MAX: Of course, she was wrong, but she thought she was doing the right
thing. She must have carried a guilty feeling around with her all the time.
She knew she had failed. You know, we all make mistakes. (Sits at center)
Drink was mine. It lost me everything. (ANDERSON sits to MAX's left)
I had a good home. Everything a boy could want. But when I got out of
high school I wanted to find myself. I left home and finally ended up in a
big city. I had failed, and so turned to drink. I could have married, too.
Linda was her name. Linda Dean. I. . . I really loved her. She wouldn't
marry me because . . . I couldn't shake it off. Not even for her. I just
went down, and down and down. (Pause) I'm ... I'm sorry. I didn't mean
to go on like this. How's Mamie?
JANET: Oh . . . oh. she's the same.
MAX: I wish there was something we could do.
JANET: (Sits to MAX's right) Max, you know you never told us what
your theory of this bottle was.
MAX: Ha, ha, you would think it was sort of silly.
JANET: No, tell us.
ANDERSON: Yes, come on.
MAX: Well, this bottle sort of represents life to me. To make a glass
bottle you choose certa.in materials--sand, alkali, and soda. You come in
contact with many materials which you can use. Some you do use and some
you cast away. The same with your life. You have many experiences. You
choose certain ones to build your life around and others you cast away.
You really don't realize that you are molding it until you have finished,
and then it's too late to change. All you can do is make the most of it.
JANET: You sound like you don't expect to ever get out of here. (She
goes to the edge of the bottle) Anderson, you know, when you said college
was cold, at first I didn't understand but now, I think I do. It's cold here,
here in this bottle. I'll never, never get used to it.
ANDERSON: (Rises) How do you know?
JANET: I just know. (Turns toward them) Max, would you really be content to live in this bottle?
MAX: Yes, now I would. I'm sure.
JANET: In God's name, why?
MAX: (Rises) It's really quite simple. TherE: is one thing which has kept
me from doing anything worthwhile. It has shadowed my life. Now that my
last bottle is gone, I will be free. Of course, it will be painful for a while,
but I have something to look forward to. If I could have done it s'o oner,
I could have saved my life. Made something of myself. If I go out there, I
might not be able to stand the temptation.
JANET: I wish I could look at it that way. But I'm not the settling kind.
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I'm not content in one place.
MAMIE: (She is unconscious) Jenny? Jenny?
ANDERSON: (Going to MAMIE) Max! She's trying to say something.
(MAX and JANET go to MAMIE)
MAMIE: Jenny, why did you do it? I tried to spare you. Why did you
do it?
MAX: She's still unconscious.
MAMIE: Don't force me to do this, Jenny, don't force me.
(They turn and walk down stage)
ANDERSON: No wonder she had a stroke. Keeping that locked up inside
her. Never talking to anybody about it. No wonder it haunted her.
MAX: If she would just talk to us and admit it, I feel it would help her.
Just to get it off her mind.
JANET: Once she's conscious she'll be her old self and you'll never hear
another word about it.
MAX: The best thing for us to do is keep ourselves busy. Janet, go back
to your hammering. (She starts tapping with her shoe)
ANDERSON: You would think that after all this time she would have
said something to us.
MAX: ·1 don't know. I doubt ....
MAMIE:: (Still unconscious) Jenny? Jenny? (MAX and ANDERSON go
to, her. She wakes and glances around herself not knowing where she is.
Then she realizes) Nooooo (She bursts into tears)
MAX: Mamie! Mamie! Pull yourself together. (He pulls her to her feet
and shakes her) Mamie! (She sobs on hds shoulder for a second and then
gains her self-control)
MAMIE: I'm sorry. Mr. Thompson. (She grabs her chest in pain)
«'AX: Are you all right?
MAMIE: (Overcoming the pain) I think so.
ANDERSON: What's that I smell?
MAX: Fumes!
(JANET has passed out. They rush to her.)
ANDERSON: The hole. (He covers it with his hand) Hand me something
quick.
MAMIE: (Dazed by the thought) Gas ... gas. .. (MAX hands ANDERSON a handkerchief. MAMIE goes to JANET. She lays her head in her own
lap)
MAX: Will she be all right?
MAMIE: Yes. (Pause. She rocks back and forth as if she had a child in her
arms. She looks out into the space.) I have a daughter somewhere. (ANDERSON and MAX look at each other. MAMIE stops rocking) I failed her.
(She looks down at JANET and then stares out into space, smiling tenderly and assuringly) I won't this time.
JANET: What?
MAMIE: Just relax.
JANET: Mamie! (Relaxing) There's nothing out there is there?
MAMIE: No.
JANET: (Rising) Somehow, I knew it. I'd just never admit it. (Pause)
We'll all be living here together won't we?
ANDERSON: Yes.
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l\iSU ARCHIVES
(JANET walks to the edge of the bottle and looks out longingly. The rest
sit down. MAX lights his pipe. He is sitting at MAMIE'S left)
MAMIE: Janet. (She breaks her gaze and forces a smile. She turns and
walks to ANDERSON; then sits between the two men)
ANDERSON: You know I have learned a lot of things here; things I
could never learn in books. (He looks into JANET'S eyes)
MAMIE: Max? (Pause) What time is it?
MAX: (He .looks at his watch and then very calmly) My watch has stopped.
(Nobody seems to care. MAMIE rests her head on MAX's shoulder. Shoe
looks happily at JANET. JANET looks off into the distance, yearningly.
They sel'm to be contented.)
CURTAIN
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